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Abstract
In this paper we present a project of annotating event chains for an important scientific domain – carbon sequestration. This domain
aims to reduce carbon emissions and has been identified by the U.S. National Academy of Engineering (NAE) as a grand challenge
problem for the 21st century. Given a collection of scientific literature, we identify a set of centroid experiments; and then link and
order the observations and events centered around these experiments on temporal or causal chains. We describe the fundamental
challenges on annotations and our general solutions to address them. We expect that our annotation efforts will produce significant
advances in inter-operability through new information extraction techniques and permit scientists to build knowledge that will provide
better understanding of important scientific challenges in this domain, share and re-use of diverse data sets and experimental results in
a more efficient manner. In addition, the annotations of metadata and ontology for these literature will provide important support for
data lifecycle activities.

1.

Introduction

The domain of carbon sequestration has been identified
by the U.S. National Academy of Engineering (NAE,
2008) as a grand challenge problem for the 21st century.
Carbon emissions from anthropogenic activities (power
plants, transportation, manufacturing, etc.) have been
linked to global warming and climate change. Carbon
sequestration (iron fertilization storage in geological
formations, ocean sediments, in plants and soil, etc.)
refers to storage of CO2 from anthropogenic sources and
is generally preceded by CO2 capture and transportation.
A lot of research is being conducted on the methods of
carbon sequestration and their short and long term
impacts on the natural carbon cycle (carbon exchange
between the atmosphere, terrestrial biosphere, oceans, and
sediments).
As a result, hundreds of new papers and data sets are
published in the carbon sequestration domain on a daily
basis. It has become impractical for scientists to manually
track all these new results and observations, and mine the
data sets to construct a knowledge base. For example, if
we search the query of “carbon sequestration”, the Google
Scholar search engine returns 92,300 relevant papers.
However, based on our survey each researcher in this area
is only able to read 1-2 papers on average every day, and

spend about one hour on each paper. Furthermore, most of
these papers are not freely available and thus the scientists
are lack of effective tools to automatically distill the
abstracts and select informative papers. More importantly,
it has been quite challenging for the scientists to have a
comprehensive view of what other relevant experiments
have been done before they design a new experiment.
Given the long cycle of a scientific experiment in this
domain, it’s critical to design new methods for efficiently
mining and linking relevant results.
The sentences in these literature are often complex (long,
multi-concept), ambiguous, flexible, and subtle.
Achieving really high performance for annotation
requires that we go beyond traditional data mining
techniques, and conduct linguistic annotations to assist
deep understanding of broad topics. Information
extraction (IE) techniques can partially address these
needs. IE can identify the instances of specified types of
names/entities, relations and events from semi-structured
or unstructured texts; and create a database. Besides
trigger words, the relations and events also include the
participants and their modifiers (date, time, location, etc.).
The objective of extracting information from natural
language has provided the opportunity to explore
potential applications in military, medical, financial and
bio-medical areas. Recent advances in cross-document IE
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(Ji et al., 2009) make it possible to extract more salient,
accurate and concise event information, such as tracking a
person’s employment history or a company’s merger and
acquisition activities.
The overall goal of our project is to adapt cross-document
IE techniques to the needs of the carbon sequestration
field. IE can play a significant role by automatically
generating an accurate summary of facts and predicting
new results, and thus assist scientists in selecting relevant
papers, validating the correlations among different
processes, and decision making. In addition, the extracted
results from various related experiments are linked as
event chains. The annotations of metadata and ontology
for these literature will provide important support for data
lifecycle activities. For example, scientists can track
changes of experimental conditions including
temperatures and volumes over time. By analyzing
knowledge embedded in these papers, we can unleash a
much more powerful knowledge resource than simple
keyword search.

2.

Motivation of Corpus Annotation

Most available IE corpora consist of news articles.
Annotations for the carbon sequestration domain have not
been captured in earlier efforts. We have applied a typical
IE system trained from news articles (Ji and Grishman,
2008) directly to 50 paper abstracts from the Energy,
Sustainability and Climate Change 2010 Conference, and
didn’t observe any correct extraction results due to the
large difference across these two domains. For example,
for the following sentence, this news-IE system
mistakenly identified “Adaptive Online Control” and
“Cascading Blackout Mitigation” as organization names
because they were capitalized, while failed to identify the
important relation between “Allocation Model” and “right
hand side”:
We presented <ORG>Adaptive Online Control
</ORG> for <ORG>Cascading Blackout Mitigation
</ORG> and resource reservation for Allocation
Model with randomness on the right hand side.

domain and the carbon sequestration domain overlap.
Therefore we will aim to attempt the once-popular
sublanguage analysis scheme (Grishman, 2001) based on
word class discovery and pattern learning, and also
incorporating advanced machine learning and domain
adaptation methods.
As the first modest step toward this goal, we have started
a project to annotate event chains for a corpus including
thousands of carbon sequestration literature (section 4).
Then we focus on describing the detailed annotation
challenges and our general solutions (section 5).

3.

A General Vision

Given a collection of scientific documents written in
natural language, our general goal is to identify a set of
centroid experiments; and then link and order the
observations and events centered around these
experiments on a causal or temporal chain. What might
such event chains look like? For example, from the
following document (Brewer et al., 1999) about “CO2
Geological Sequestration”:
Field experiments were conducted to test ideas for
fossil fuel carbon dioxide ocean disposal as a sold
hydrate at depths ranging from 349 to 3627 meters and
from 8°to 1.6°C. Hydrate formed instantly from the gas
phase at 349 meters but then decomposed rapidly in
ambient seawater.

…
At 3 kilometers, you needed only 10 wells because the
increased temperature lowered the viscosity of the CO2,
allowed it to slide more easily into the reservoir.
We can annotate a consequence event chain as shown in
Figure 1 and a causal event chain in Figure 2. An example
of the ontology markup is provided in the Appendix.
Event
Object
Origin

Form
hydrate
gas phase

Event
decompose
Object
hydrate
Environment seawater

Temperature 8-1.6 C
Depth
349 meters

Jiang and Zhai (2007) reported similar “domain
over-fitting” problems. They found that the F-measure of
a name tagger trained from the “fly” domain significantly
degraded from 54.1% to 28.1% when it’s applied to the
“mouse” domain.

Figure 1: Example of Subsequence Event Chains

Event
Object
Agent

Effective domain adaptation techniques may partially
solve this problem, however, traditional domain
adaptation methods assume some common “pivot”
features between the source domain and target domain
(Blitzer et al., 2006) and require certain prior knowledge
about the target domain. Unfortunately both of these two
assumptions don’t hold for the carbon sequestration
domain. For example, we found that only 36 of the 1233
ACE (NIST, 2005) event trigger words between the news

Target

lower
CO2
Increased
temperature
viscosity

Event
Object
Goal
Volume
Depth

slide
CO2
reservoir
10 wells
3 kilometers

Figure 2. Example of Causal Event Chains
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4.

Carbon Sequestration Corpus

For the initial phase of this project we selected the carbon
sequestration literature from isiknowledge.com. We have
annotated 1397 journal article abstracts. On average each
abstract includes 281 words.
In the future we plan to employ the large data repository
proposed in (Lee et al., 2009). This repository will be
constructed by domain scientists and engineers and
includes various disciplines and media. Specifically, in
the first year it will include 500MB theses and journal
articles, 10MB progress reports and 50MB presentations
and tutorials. After four years, the size of each genre is
expected to reach 10 times of the current version.

5.

Then we asked the annotators to filter the word alignment
errors using verb lists and part-of-speech tagging.

5.2 Noun Phrase Chunking and Argument
Labeling
It’s also important to identify some domain-specific
terminologies such as “computer modeling”, “CO2
sequestration” and “power plants”. We realized this by
two steps of annotations. The first step is to extract all
noun phrases from the sentences. We followed the
guidelines of the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 2004) to
annotate shallow parsing information for each article. For
example, noun phrases are annotated for the following
sentences in (Mancino and Reitenbach, 2008):

Event Chain Annotation

How can anyone make [NP data-driven decisions]
about [NP the future] when we don’t have access to
[NP future data] ? [NP Computer modeling] is [NP
our best-available option].

Sustainable solutions of many annotation challenges for
this carbon sequestration domain require highly
interdisciplinary approaches. We have organized a team
composing of both chemical engineers and computational
linguists to conduct the corpus annotation.
We followed the general annotation scheme in the
cross-document information extraction task that we
proposed in (Ji et al., 2009). The detailed linguistic
annotation steps are presented in the following
subsections. Each step is done by two annotators
independently and then adjudicated by a domain science
expert for the final answer-key. In total it took one
annotator about 20 minutes for each abstract. Our
annotations are freely available for research purpose at
http://nlp.cs.qc.cuny.edu/carbonie.html.
The
annotations will be gradually updated as the project
progresses.

5.1 Predicate Annotation and Word Class
Acquisition
During the first step, we followed the annotation
guidelines in PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005; Xue and
Palmer, 2009) by re-defining the collection of main verbs.
We have defined 40 types of events in the domain of
carbon sequestration, and followed an annotation
guideline with structures similar to the ACE 2005 event
extraction task (NIST, 2005). We also extensively
exploited the manually constructed verb clusters such as
VerbNet (Kipper et al., 2006). In addition, we applied the
open-domain automatic verb clustering methods
described in (Ji, 2009) to extend the coverage of verbs.
For each Chinese verb in the semantic corpora such as
PropBank, we search its aligned English words from the
parallel corpora to construct a cluster including frequent
English verbs. Then we can acquire Chinese verbs from
the other direction and continue the iterations. For
example, we can get the cluster of the “form” event with
frequency information from small parallel corpora:
形成 Æ {found:198 set:183 form:43 create:4 launch:3
build:2 organize:2 forge:1 become:1}

Researchers are also studying [NP an area in
Canada] where [NP hundreds of thousands of
storage wells] have been exposed to [NP acid gas
(CO 2 and hydrogen sulfide)]. Data from [NP so
many wells] hold a wealth of information relevant to
[NP CO 2 sequestration] and should generate
statistics.
In an offline procedure, a distributed version of K-means
phrase clustering method (Lin and Wu, 2009) is applied to
cluster the Google n-gram (n=5) corpus Version II, which
can be viewed as a compressed summary of the web.
Google n-gram Version II includes 207 billion tokens
selected from the LDC-released Version I, consisted of
1.2 billion 5-grams extracted from about 9.7 billion
sentences. All these 5-grams are automatically annotated
with part-of-speech tags based on their original sentences.
We then choose those phrases with high entropy of
context as multi-word expressions. If a phrase is involved
in any event, we try to assign a pre-defined role to it.
The inter-annotator agreement for this step is about 92%.
The main disagreement is on whether a modifier word
should be included in the argument phrase or not. For
example, domain science annotators tend to include
“deep” in “deep ocean” as an argument because they think
“ocean” itself is not sufficient to represent
domain-specific knowledge.

5.3 Temporal and Causal Relation Detection
Finally we link those relevant experiments if they are
involved in temporal or causal relations. We wrote our
annotation guideline for this step by merging the
guidelines on the Time arguments in the ACE Event
Corpus, Before/After annotations in TimeBank
(Pustejovsky et al., 2003), ARGM-TMP relations in
Propbank, Temporal Connective and Event-Event relation
annotation in the UMD Semantic Annotation Corpus
(Dorr and Onyshkevych, 2008). There were some
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definition conflicts among these different guidelines,
which have led to revisions and extensions of our
annotations. The inter-annotator agreement for both
relations was around 84%, which is surprisingly better
than the news domain reported in (Ji et al., 2009). The
main reason is that the experiments are usually described
in a temporal order or indicated by some obvious
subsequence words. More importantly, we found that a
majority of the causal relations between experiments
occur within single sentences, which has made the
annotation much easier than the news domain. In the news
domain, sometimes inferences across sentences or
documents are needed in order to determine causal
relations.

6.

Related Work

There have been a lot of IE corpora developed for the
bio-medical domain (e.g. Pyysalo et al., 2007), but to the
best of our knowledge this is the first effort at annotating
corpus for the domain of carbon sequestration.
Several recent studies have stressed the benefits of using
unsupervised word or phrase clustering as additional
knowledge to improve supervised learning. For example,
Miller et al. (2004) proved that word clusters can
significantly improve English name tagging. Ji (2009)
used cross-lingual predicate cluster acquisition to
improve bilingual event extraction in an inductive
learning framework. Lin and Wu (2009) applied a
web-scale phrase clustering algorithm to improve name
tagging and query classification. Pantel and Lin (2003)
described a clustering by committee algorithm to
automatically discover word senses.

7.

Conclusion and Future Work

We have described a project of annotating event chains for
an important domain – carbon sequestration. We expect
that our annotation resources will produce significant
advances in inter-operability through new IE techniques
and permit scientists to build knowledge that will provide
better understanding of important scientific challenges in
this domain, sharing and re-use of diverse data sets and
experimental results in a more efficient manner.
Once the annotations are done for a significant amount of
literature, we will aim to develop prototype models to
automatically generate ontology, investigate domain
adaptation techniques and conduct sublanguage analysis
that includes automatic word class acquisition and pattern
learning. We are also interested in applying the repeated
active learning techniques as described in (Sheng et al.,
2008) to speed up the annotation process. In addition, for
this particular domain, some prestigious papers are
published in foreign languages such as Japanese.
Therefore in the future we also intend to extend this
project to cross-lingual annotations in order to conduct
effective information translation.

8.

Appendix: Ontology Markup in
Metadata

<event_chain ID="EV2" Centroid="CO2 Geological
Sequestration" Relation=“Causal”>
<extent START=“263" END=“427">At 3 kilometers,
you needed only 10 wells because the increased
temperature lowered the viscosity of the CO2, allowed
it to slide more easily into the reservoir. </extent>
<event id="EV2-1" TYPE=“Lower">
<anchor START=“341" END="345"> lower
</anchor>
<argument id=“E2-1" ROLE=“Agent” START=
"318" END="340">increased temperature
</argument>
<argument id="E26-32" ROLE=“Object” START=
“370" END=“372">CO2</argument>
<argument id="E3-1" ROLE="Target” START=
“353" END=“361">viscosity</argument>
</event>
<event id="EV2-2" TYPE=“Movement">
<anchor START="" END="">slide</anchor>
<argument id=“E24-29" ROLE="Object"START=
“370" END=“372">CO2</argument>
<argument id="E26-32" ROLE=“Goal” START=
“416" END=“424">reservoir</argument>
<argument id="E36-2" ROLE="Volume”
START=“297" END=“304">10 wells</argument>
<argument id="E41-3" ROLE=“Depth” START=
“267" END=“278">3 kilometers</argument>
</event>
</event_chain>
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